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Check out our blog post to ﬁnd out how to log in and access Achieve3000 through © the smart single entry portal. Ã Joshua ̄160Access HERE. Complete the LevelSet ©-Evaluation The ﬁrst time you try to access Achieve3000, you will be invited to take the LevelSet test. Ã Rayna160; The test is being administered through © classes of social studies
and is due to be completed on October 14, 2016. Achieve3000's general view Get a general view of the 5-Step literature routine. Ã Joshua ̄160; Click HERE To ME160 to see the Welcome Film Can Discover how the program is© designed to diﬀerentiate content and set career goals based on your current Lexile score. Getting Started and Doing Career
Planning, Interpreting WOOL©Wood Scores, Setting Up WOOL©XGrowth Goals, Career Realvado@ This feature allows you to fide160; Go to the Career Center, select careers of interest, identify the Lexile target scores for those careers, and compare those goals with your current Lexile score. Ã MENS160See the tutorial HERE. Ã Baa160; We visited
the career center first because you are only © able to see your Lexile score after you have selected some career interests. Interpret Lexile Score Ã je je 160Âº;You use THIS Ã NAS160;document to interpret your current Lexile score, which is based on intervals set by level of degree. Define Growth Goal: Laure160;mora ÃÃÃÃ Menina 160Ã;LOW
ÃÃÃNIA; Use your current Lexile score for your selected careers, and the Lexile score table by grade to complete the DOCUMENT PLANNED YOUR CARE. Lexile scores are adjusted on the last day of each month. A minimum of four activities must be completed in order to carry out the adjustment. Ã Rayna160; A first estimate of activities of 75% or
higher should be alensured in order to improve the Lexile! is Josiat160; Use this document to track your activity notes at first try. There is a Hub Achieve3000 with essential resources to help you maximize learning gains with Achieve3000. Here's a demo. IT'S BETTER 160; Visit the Achieve3000 Achieve3000 Achieve3000 Helping students analyze
their own data and set progress goals with achieve3000 This document includes usage tips and hyperlinks for additional features. Implementation of Achieve3000 Support Keep up to date with weekly progress by accessing the use report in your Achieve mailbox (from your teacher's initial page) Monthly lexile adjustments are The now at the bottom
of its initial page in a section call: - Yes. Currently, this section is all about Levelset's conclusion. Please remind everyone that they have 3 weeks to make any necessary adjustments in these scores. Report links are provided in one â € œPop upâ € when teachers click on the buttons more. Provide incentives to motivate quality use. Student Use:
Supporting students as they work through 5-step literacy routine. Remember to assign some strategic reading connections or highlight guidelines or use the graphic organizer to promote the next reading of the text. New classification tools: quickly and easily provide feedback and assign notes to thought questions, increasing students' successful
chances. See a demonstration here. This video will be a round review of how to assign additional articles: My lessons (7:26) Read this document to know how you can prepare your students for success, so you can: Stretch your students and Provide more exposure to the appropriate complex text to the category with stretch lessons build resistance
with longer passages and more rigorous contents. Review this document to find out how Achieve3000 BÃ'nus lessons are built to imitate the online testing experience by using question formats that students will face when they take the evaluation The real real. Some of you felt that the career center would be benese for your students. Features>
Center of on the student's initial screen. Selecting a career as a senior career will allow a student to track Lexile's growth. Enable Audio support for students with accommodation that requires data to monitor student growth USEFUL Pass © Press the pancake stack (under the EmpowerPRO VA Edition option in the upper left
corner)>ReportORTS>Performance> select the reports listed below. How did Lexile's performance change over time? It's Rayna160; (This report provides a monthly picture of the number of activities in the selected date range and provides all adjustments Lexile.) How are my students doing in activities? is Josiat160; (This report presents a mother ©
the activity day for the selected date range.) Thanks to Sandy Ballard for the information. Gra de 3 Degree 4 Degree 5 Degree 6 Degree 7 Degree 8 Degree 9 Classification of Convincing Legend Evictions partially convincing Evidence data unavoidable Disaggregated date available*Describe each measure of criteria © river used and explain why each
measure is © adequate, given the type and purpose of the tool. Stage. The CAASPP © the assessment of the state of Calif o rnia and © administered during spring to all students in grades 3-8 and 11. Stan? THE STAGE © the Texas State Evaluation of the ELA and © administered during the spring to all students in degrees 3-8, English I, and English
II. The validity data were given by students who were administered the two evaluations within three weeks. Describe the sample(s), including size and characteristics, for each validity analysis performed. The sample consisted o f pupils of 14831 in grades 3-6 where: 45.97% were both male and 52.57% 10.26% were Filipino, 67.99% were Spanish or
Latin, and 11.16% were white (not Hispanic); and 51.53% were classified as economically disadvantaged. Stan? The sample consisted of students of 41148 in degrees 3-8, English I and English II where: 49.04% were male children and 50.95% were male; 22.56% were black Americans/Africans, 64.52% were Hispanic, and 9.76% were white (not
Hispanic); and 80.77% have been classified as eligible for lunch at price or reduced. * Describe the procedures for analise for each type of validity reported. Clowning. Correa§ã-© or states Scale scores in the spring (previous grade level level) and measurement of Lexile Achieve3000 in the fall. Stan? Correction between the scores of the mid-term or
state evaluation in the spring (previous grade level level) and the Lexile Achieve3000 measure in the fall. In the following table, report the results of the validity analyses described above (e.g. concurrent or foreseeable validity, evidence based on response processes, evidence based on internal structure, evidence based on relationships with other
variances and/or evidence based on the consequences of the tests), and the measures of criticism © River. Age/ Grade n Median Coefficient Results from other forms of validity analysis are not compatible with the format above the table: Manual cites other published reliability studies: Do not provide quotes for additional published published studies.
In the Toe Manual © Technical LevelSet, Study 1. NO WEA MAP © a mid-term evaluation of the understanding of reading and © typically administered three times a year to all students of the school. ISTEP+ was the Indiana state summary of ELA and administered all students in grades 3-8 and 10. HAS was the summary assessment of the state of
Shela's Hawaii and administered to all students of the 3-10 grades. The data from LevelSet Fall 2014 administrations from five school districts across the United States were included in this validation study. This sample was a subset of the sample taken for reliability studies. These school districts provided the Achieve3000 with data from LevelSet
management of its KidBiz3000, TeenBiz3000 and Empower3000 programmes. Hello. © In addition, scores of another test of understanding of the reading administered during spring 2014 were provided to serve as a measure of judgment. © I understand the reading. Study two. The Gates-MacGinitic Reading Test © a standard reference assessment
and managed by groups that give results for Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension and Total The test was administered as a predestation and test. The sample for the study was selected from four four Districts located in three regions of the United States (the Western Region of the South, the Central Region of the Oriental, and the registration of the
pacific). Two districts were classified large subtiles and two districts were classified as large city. Within every season in the study, teachers were randomly assigned to treatment or control groups. Only treatment teachers have implemented the AlcLight3000 program, while both groups implement their usual materials from it. A total of 512 students
were in the treatment group with 127 (24.8%) in grade 3, 263 (51.4%) in year 6 and 122 (23.8%) in year 9. The treatment group consisted of : 222 (43.4%) Fante and 290 (56.6%) males; 178 (34.8%) students classified as Hispanic and 334 (65.2%) are not classified as Hispanic; and 329 (64.3%) students classified as whites, 116 (22.7%) classified as
African-American blacks, 26 (5.1%) classified as Asiática and 36 (7.0%) others. Students in the treatment group, 41 (8.0%) were classified as requiring special education services, 183 (35.7%) received free and reduced price lunch and 59 (11.5%) were classified as English apprentices (ELL). Describe the degree to which the data provided supports the
validity of the tool. When the punctions of two tests that have been developed to evaluate the same construct (ie, reading understanding) are highly correlated, supports the validity argument for the use of scores such as measurements of this construct. Correlation coefficients showing the relationship between test scores and normal state reading
tests normally normally provide evidence of validity related to the criterion for the tests of foundations3000. The correlations shown indicate that the two tests are measuring a similar constitution of a constraint - understanding of reading. You have validity data disaggregated by gain, race / ethnicity or subgroups (e.g. English learners, students with
disabilities)? do not, fill in data for each subgroup with disaggregated validity data. age / degreeMedian Coefficient Results of other forms of validity anthanise not compatible with the format of the table above: Manual cites other published reliability studies: Do not provide citations for additional published studies.
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